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ABSTRACT. Sufficient conditions to be satisfied by nonnegative weight func-

tions ui(|i|) are given in order that the Bochner-Riesz spherical summation

multiplier operators restricted to radial functions of Rn be bounded on

Lp(Rn;oj(\x\)dx). For a certain class of weights these conditions are also nec-

essary.

1. Introduction. Let /(£) denote the Fourier transform of / and let B =

{£: ICI < 1} be the unit ball in /?". For A > 0 the Bochner-Riesz spherical sum-

mation multiplier operator Tx = Tn,x is defined by

(Tx7)(0 = (1 - K|2)AXb(0/(Í)

and then [14] for suitable /

Jn/2+\(\x-y\
(1.1) (Txf)(x) = cn,x f   /(»)-

y\n/2 + \
dy

where J„ is the Bessel function of the first kind of order v.

Lp(Rn;u(x)dx), abbreviated Lp(Rn) when u(x) — 1, denotes the weighted

Lebesgue space of measurable functions / on Rn for which fRn \f(x)\pu(x) dx < oo.

The boundedness of Tx on Lp spaces has been widely studied because of its intimate

connection with the inversion of the Fourier transform by Bochner-Riesz means.

If A exceeds the critical index Xc = (n — l)/2, (1.1) shows that Tx is a covolution

operator with kernel in L1(Rn) so Tx is bounded on Lp(Rn) for all p, 1 < p < oo;

moreover, since in this case Txf is dominated by a multiple of the Hardy-Littlewood

maximal function of/ [15, Theorem 2, p. 62], a result of B. Muckenhoupt [13] shows

that Tx is bounded on Lp(Rn;u(x)dx), 1 < p < oo, if u satisfies

(Ap(Rn)) (fu(x)dx)      ( Í u(x)-p'/pdx\        <C Í dx

for all cubes Q C Rn with sides parallel to the coordinate axis.

When n = Í, To reduces essentially to the Hubert transform and hence To is

bounded on Lp(Rï;u(x) dx) if (and only if) u satisfies AP(R1), (see [10]) while for

n > 1 C. Fefferman [6] has shown that Tq is bounded on Lp(Rn) only if p = 2.
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For 0 < A < Ac, the boundedness properties of Tx are not yet fully understood.

Herz [8] has shown that Tx is unbounded if p < p0 or p > p0 where p0 = Po(A, n) =

2n/(n -I- 1 + 2A) and it has been conjectured that Tx is bounded for p0 < p < p'0.

The conjecture has been verified for n = 2 by L. Carleson and P. Sjolin [3] but for

n > 3 it has been verified only for X > (n — l)/2(n + 1), see [5, 7, 17].

The restriction of Tx to radial functions in Rn is bounded on Lp for po < p < p'Q,

0 < A < Ac, see [8, 19, 4]. S. Chanillo and B. Muckenhoupt [4] proved weak type

(Po,Po) estimates for the restricted operator when 0 < A < Ac but as C. Kenig and

P. Tomas [11] have shown, these do not extend to the case A = 0 when n > 1.

I. Hirschman, Jr. [9] obtained the boundedness of Ta, 0 < A < Ac, on the power

weighted space L2(Rn; \x\a dx) for |a| < 1 + 2A.

The main result of this paper gives sufficient conditions on the weight function u

which ensure that Tx restricted to radial functions is bounded on Lp(Rn; u(\x\) dx).

For a certain class of weights of the form u(r) — ra(\ + r)^~a these conditions are

also seen to be necessary. These results generalize those of [1] where the case A = 0

was treated.

THEOREM 1. Let 1 < p < oo, 1/p + 1/p' = 1, A > 0 and suppose u(\x\) is

nonnegative on Rn and satisfies

u(r)rn~l ,\1/P(fb     w(r)-p'/V-i       , \1/p'/ fb u(r)rn-x y'7 r     w(r)-r "r"-1 \

\Ja    (l + r)(»-l-2A)P/2drJ [Ja    {1 + r){n-i-2X)pl/2dr)

(1.2)

Í   ~
Ja    (1

< K  /      r—     r—~,    „t  dr

for some constant K — Kn^x^pu and all 0 < a < b < oo.   Then there is a constant

C — Cn¡XtP,K such that

(1.3) f   \(Tn+f)(x)\pu(\x\)dx<C f   \f(x)\pu(\x\)dx
Jr" Jr*

for all radial functions f in Lp(Rn; u(\x\) dx).

COROLLARY. If -n < a < n(p - 1) then (1.3) holds with u(r) = rQ(l + r)ß~a

if and only if

(1.4) -n + (n - 1 - 2A)p/2 < ß < -n + (n + 1 + 2A)p/2.

The corollary may be proved as follows. It is easily verified that (1.2) holds with

uj(r) — ra(l + r)0~a if —n < a < n(p — 1) and ß satisfies (1.4) so the sufficiency

follows directly from the theorem. Since \(Txxb)(x)\ ~ c„i>,|2;|_'"+1+2'^'2 as \x\ —>

oo, and \b e Lp(Rn;u(\x\)dx) for a > —n, (1.3) with f = xb shows the necessity

of the upper bound for ß in (1.4). On the other hand, xb e Lp'(Rn; u(\x\)'p'lpdx)

for a < n(p — 1) so a standard duality argument then shows the necessity of the

lower bound for ß in (1.4).

Note that with a = ß = 0 the corollary recovers the Lp(Rn) boundedness result

for Po < P < p'o cited above while with p — 2 and a = ß (1.4) coincides with the

range obtained by Hirschman for the unrestricted operator.
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Let Pl(n, X,p) denote the class of a; which satisfy (1.2). The following properties

are easily verified:

(1.5) ni<n2     =>     fi(ni, A,2) C fi(n2,A,2),

(1.6) Xi < X2     =>     Pl(n, Xi,p) c Pl(n, X2,p),

(1.7) Pi<p2     =*•     Pl(n,Xc,pi) c Pl(n,Xc,p2).

The examples provided by the corollary show that the analogues of (1.5) for p -^ 2

and of (1.7) for A ^ Ac do not hold. Note also that if u(r) = ra then u e Pl(n,Xc,p)

if and only if w(|a;|) satisfies Ap(Rn).

Theorem 1 may be generalized somewhat as follows. For radial functions f(x) =

/o(|i|) on Rn, (TUyXf)(x) — (Rn,xfo)(\x\) is also radial and if Pk(x) is a harmonic

homogeneous polynomial of degree k in Rn, then

(Tn,xfPk)(x) = (-l)k(Rn + 2k,xfo)(\x\)Pk(x),

see [16, Chapter IV, §§2, 3]. This with Theorem 1 yields Theorem 2.

THEOREM 2. Let 1 < p < oo, 1/p + 1/p' = 1, X > 0, k > 0 an integer and
suppose u(\x\) is nonnegative on Rn and satisfies

fb        u(r)rkp+n~1 \l/pf fb    w(r)-p'/*rkp'+n-1        \1/p'

Ja    (l + r)(" + 2fc-l-2A)p/2 drJ        yja    (1+r)(n+2fc-l-2A)p'/2 dr

n+2k-l

dr
ço rn + 2k-l

-K Ja    (l + r)" + 2fc"l -2A

for some constant K = Kn¡x^p^ and all 0 < a < b < oo.   Then there is a constant

C — CniA,p,fc,/ï such that

[   \(Tn,xfPk)(x)\pu(\x\)dx<C [    \f(x)Pk(x)\pu(\x\)dx
JRn JR"

for all radial functions f and all harmonic homogeneous polynomials Pk of degree

k in Rn with fPk in Lp(Rn;u(\x\) dx).

2. Proof of Theorem 1. We follow the usual practice that C will denote an

absolute constant, not necessarily the same from line to line. The proof requires

the following lemmas. Define the operators P — Pn x, Q = Qn x, and M for s > 0

by

(P4>)(S) = (1 + s)-(" + l + 2A)/2   r(1 + r)-(»-l)/2^(r)r»-l dr:

Jo
/»oo

(Q<p)(s) = (1 + s)-^"1'/2 /    (1 + rT^1^/^^"-1 dr,
J s

(M<p)(s)=   sup   ¿ f     \<p(r)\dr.
0<h<s ¿n Js-h

LEMMA 1. If X > 0 and f(x) = /o(|a;|) is a simple radial function on Rn then

there is a constant C = C„,a such that

(2.1) \(Txf)(x)\<C{({P + Q}\fo\)(\x\) + (MfoX[\x\/2,2\x\\)(\x\)}.

PROOF. Set \x\ = s, \y\ = r and consider separately the cases s < 4 and s > 4.
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If s < 4, (1.1) and the estimates [18, pp. 49, 199]

(2.2) \Ju(i)\<Cvtv,        \JAt)\<C„(l + t)-1/2,    t>0,

show that |(T\/)(a;)| does not exceed

On,x [J   l/oWlr"'1 dr + y°°(l + r)-<n+1+2A>/2|/oO)|rn-1 dr\

since s < 4 and r > 8 implies \x - y\ > r - s > r/2 > (1 + r)/4. Thus |(TA/)(x)| <

Cn,x{({P + Q]\fo\)(s)}fors<4.

Now let s > 4 and set f = fi + f2, where fx(y) - (foX(o,2))(\y\)-  Then (1.1)
and (2.2) show that

\(Txh)(x)\<Cn,x Í (1 + e)-(n+l+2X)l*\h(r)\rn-1 dr <Cn,x(P\M)(s)
Jo

since in this case \x - y\ > s - r > s/2 > (1 + s)/4. The estimates (3.3), (3.4) and

(3.5) of [4, p. 701] show that |(Tx/2)(z)| does not exceed a constant multiple of

-(n+l + 2A)/2    i"     ns-(n+l + ^)/2    , (1 + ^-.„-i;/^^^!^-, dr

+ s-("-D/2 /    (1 + rJ-^+^^^l/oWlr"-1 dr
./2s

+ (MfoX{s/2,2s])(s)

and this is bounded by

C„,a{([P + Q]|/ol)(s) + (MfoX[s/2,2s))(s)}-

Thus, |(TA/)(a;)| < \(Txfi)(x)\ + |(TA/2)(a;)| shows that (2.1) holds for s > 4 also.

This proves Lemma 1.

LEMMA 2. Let 1 < p < oo, l/p+ 1/p' = 1 and suppose u > 0 on (0, oo). The

following statements are equivalent:

(a) There is a constant C = Cn,A,P,uj such that

roo roo

/     \(P<p)(s)\pu(s)sn-1ds<C /     \(p(r)\pu(r)rn-1 dr.
Jo Jo

(b) There is a constant G = C„,a,p,w such that

roo roo

/     \(QiP)(s)\p'u(s)-p'/psn-1 ds<C I     \i¡)(r)\p'u(r)-p'/prn-1 dr.
Jo Jo

(c) There is a constant C = Cn,x¡P:U1 such that for all a > 0

/ f°° u(r)rn~l \1/p/ f°  u(r)-v'l*rn-1       \ 1/p'

Ua       (l + r)("+l + 2A)p/2drJ \^yo     (l+r)(n-l)p'/2dr; -G-

PROOF. Since /0°° t/;(s)(P(/.)(s)sn-1 da = /0°° (A(r)(Q^)(r)rn-1 dr for </>,ip > 0,

a standard duality argument shows that (a) and (b) are equivalent. Theorem 1 of

[12] yields the equivalence of (a) and (c).
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LEMMA 3. Let 1 < p < oo, an > 0, and V(r) > 0. If for some e > 0 there is a

constant C — CPia0,e,v such that for all a > an

(f(;)^f(f™-*f'£c
then there is a constant C = Cp,ao,£y such that for all a > an

PROOF. This is proved in [2, Lemma 2] for the case an = 0; the general case is

entirely similar and is therefore omitted.

Returning to the proof of Theorem 1, observe first that (1.2) shows u and u~p lp

are locally integrable on [0, oo). Hence the set of simple functions is dense in both

Lp(Rn;u(\x\)dx) and Lp'(Rn; u(\x\)~p'/pdx) and therefore by Lemma 1 it suffices

to show that

roo

(2.3) /     \(Pfo)(s)\pu(s)sn-ldS,
Jo

rOO

(2.4) /     \(Qf0)(8)\"uj(8)8n-1 ds
Jo

and

rOO

(2.5) /     |(M/oX[s/3,28i)(*)|pw(s)sn-1ds
Jo

are each bounded by a constant multiple of Jn   \fo(f)\pu(r)rn~l dr .

Consider (2.3) first. For t > a > 0, (1.2) implies there is a constant C = Cn,x,P,K

such that

a u(r)rn~l Äff"     u(r)-p'/prn-1 \p/p'
dr)\ M     ,    „Ur-l-OlW/O  dra    (1 +r)(n-l-2A)p/2       J yjQ     (1 +r)(n-l-2A)p'/2 ""y

^(Íp^4)^11*""*4'"

Multiplying this by (1 + ¿)-(2A+1)p-2j integrating the result over a < t < oo and

using Fubini's theorem on the left shows that

( H (l+±\ ^(»r"-1 , \( fa     u(r)-p'lprn-1 \p/p'
VA       Vl+rJ   (l + r)("+l + 2A)p/2 dr)\J0     {l + r)(n-l-2X)p>/2dr)

is bounded by a constant C. Thus, Lemma 3 shows that

f f°° u(r)rn~l H\1/ri([a     u(r)-p'lprn~l \1/p'

\la       (l+r)^+i + 2X)p/2dr) [J0     (l+r)(n-l-2A)pV2drJ

is bounded by C for all a > 1.  If a < 1, the first factor of (2.6) is bounded by a

constant times the sum of

„n-l \ i/p/ 1 f1 ^(r)rn~l V

\(l+a)(l + 2Vp Ja    (\ + r)in-l-2X)p/2       J
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and
u(r)rn-1 A1/p

drorj       (1 +r)(n + l + 2A)p/2

Thus, for a < 1, (2.6) is bounded by the sum of two terms, the first of which is

bounded because of (1.2) while the second is bounded because of (2.6) with a — 1.

Thus for a > 0 we have

/ [°° (¿(r)r"-1 \1/p / r      ^(r)-p'/pr"-i \ l'P'

\Ja     (l + r)(«+l+")p/2     J      Uo   (l+r)^-1-2^)?'/2^

so parts (a) and (c) of Lemma 2 show that (2.3) has the required bound.

That (2.4) has the required bound now follows easily from the duality expressed

by parts (a) and (b) of Lemma 2 since (1.2) is self-dual in the sense that u satisfies

(1.2) for a given p if and only if (1.2) is satisfied with u and p replaced by u~~p lp

and p'.

Finally, to show that (2.5) has the required bound, observe first that (1.2) shows

there is a constant C = Cn,x,K independent of the integer m such that

(rb \ 1/P /   rb \ i/p'

/   u(r)dr\      I       u(r)-p'lpdr\        <C(b-a)

whenever 2m_1 < a < b < 2m+2. Thus Muckenhoupt's well-known result [13] for

the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function shows that

2m + 2 ~2™ + 2

/ \(M<p)(s)\pu(s)ds<C / \<p(r)\pu(r)dr

for a constant C = Cn,x,K independent of m. Hence (2.5) is bounded by

OO /•2m+1

T    / \(M4>X[2-^2^])(s)\pu(s)sn-1 ds

m = — oo

oo /-2m + 2

<C   V]    2(m+1)Cn-x) / |0(r)|pa;(r)i/r
J 2"

7n= —co

r»oorOO

<C \<t>(r)\pu(r)rn-1 dr
Jo

as required. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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